
Thompson-Hunter Neighborhood Association
Dessert Meeting
Meeting Notes // February 20, 2012
 
Lindsay Jordan, THNA chair, started the meeting with introductions. (There were 8 in 
attendance and we ended up meeting at the DeBellis’, thanks!, since the YWCA was closed!)
 
Next, we moved on and reviewed thoughts and reflections from our previous meeting, 
Dinner & A Dose of History.
 
Mary Humphrey: “It was very cool to hear about the history from our neighbors, some in their 
70s and 80s.”
 
A reference was made to someone’s idea to bring pictures in to share with the neighborhood -
- pictures that tell the story of our neighborhood. Thoughts: How about displaying the pictures 
at the block party, either in print or through a slide show. Mary volunteered to scan pictures if 
needed.
 
Jeff DeBellis: From what everyone said, people really enjoyed the diversity of this 
neighborhood. It was probably more economic diversity than racial diversity. Race tends to be a 
tough conversation. We should be the ones to have those conversations.
 
Mary: The neighborhood was real family-oriented. We have those values now too.
 
Denise Scott: “My husband grew up on Church & Lenoir.
 
Jeff: How can we be supportive of local businesses?
 
Jeanette Clinding: Hamlin’s has a $1 aisle.
 
Mary: How can we promote stores like Hamlin’s and encourage business? Can we devote a 
piece of the upcoming block party to this?
 
Denise: How about a raffle/donation, something like that?
 
Lindsay, brought this portion to a close with a quote from the January meeting, “Maybe this is 
what MLK was talking about … guess that’s a good thing.”
 
Jeanette: Mentioned that folks ask her how she gets along with her neighbors since so many of 
them are white, and she replied, “It makes no difference that they’re white; they’re all nice!”
 
Jeff: There are changes. When walking downtown, people used to say “hi”, but not as frequent 
any more.



Denise: When I moved, I feel like I have to make the effort. My husband works at Landmark 
Tavern. I walk down Hargett St. often in the afternoons and people don’t say hi.
 
Lindsay: As a neighborhood group, we can change.
 
Lindsay then transitioned our time to discuss the matching grant. 

● We’ll need to apply to get this money from the City: Up to $1000.
○ 75% will come from the City
○ 25% will come from our association (we can earn this money through volunteer 

hours)
○ We can only spend 10% of total that the City gives us on food ($100 if we receive 

$1000)
● Based on a brief survey at last month’s meeting, 75% opted for a block party
● What will this block party look like? What types of things do we need to request that the 

grant cover?
○ Raffle (to raise money for association & promote area businesses?)
○ Grill (used by THNA and YWCA?)
○ Food Trucks
○ Band/DJ
○ Popcorn/Snowcone Machine
○ Serve Alcohol? Apply for permits? Hire security?
○ Plates, Napkins, Cups, Balloons
○ Advertising
○ Bounce House (Mary found deal saver, 4 hours for $87.50. Deal is good through 

the end of the year.)

* Lindsay listed a few non-eligible items.
 

○ Should we charge for certain items to raise money for our association? Yet, how 
do we make the event accessible to a wide range of folks in our neighborhood?

● What’s the vision for the block party? How does this line up with our mission as an 
association?

○ Tag-team with the YWCA
○ Larger event extending reach outside of our neighborhood
○ Stick to the folks in our neighborhood

 
Question: How successful are we at receiving donations at our regular meetings?
Answer: Donations are periodic, but they do come in and it’s worth having a donation jar at 
our meetings/events. Sometimes its a few dollars, other times we’ve received $20- or $50-
donations.
 
We have $280 (from neighborhood watch sign & decal sales) in our association account, we 
could allocate some of that money to help with the party?
 



Update on John Winters Park: The Queens on Martin St. are working to put columns in the park 
to mark each entrance. Question: What’s the significance of the park and/or John Winters? 
Answer: Raleigh’s first African American city councilman and one of the first African Americans 
elected to the North Carolina State Senate since the Reconstruction Era. Winters donated 
the property to the City. THNA attempted to have a plaque made on his behalf in the park but 
discovered that a person must be dead 100 or more years to warrant giving them a plaque.
 
In reference to signs: The City said at one point or another that the area of Old East Raleigh, 
Thompson-Hunter is included in this area, would put up signs to designate, but this never 
happened. Jeff said that Mitch Silver was involved with this. We’d need to go to the City 
Planning Department and request the signs.
 
How do we expand/attract a more diverse audience? (Not just young kids and their parents, but 
young professionals, seniors, etc.)

● Beer Truck? Mixed thoughts on this … Not sure if the YWCA would allow
 
Do we want to raise money at this event?
 
Agreement that we need to at least talk to the YWCA and see what their plans are.
We could potentially set up in John Winters Park.
 
There was a little discussion about surveying a few population segments of the neighborhood to 
figure out what activities would best attract a wide range of people. 
 
Denise commented that the best solution is to “be in their face” … have a lot of outdoor activities 
at different times to attract folks.
 
Laura Shepherd: What would it look like to relocate the party to a different area of the 
neighborhood to attract a difference audience?
 
Lindsay brought the meeting to a close and reminded everyone of our next neighborhood 
function: Neighborhood Clean-up // March 24 // 9am // Meet at the YWCA playground for coffee 
& donuts before heading out in small groups. Help as long or short as you can.


